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Resources to help you go from 
concept to launch—and beyond.
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What is a
small business?

Talking the small business talk

Cash flow, branding, inventory management… understanding the language of 

small business isn’t as tricky as it might seem. Here’s a quick overview.

Small business is everywhere

There are over 32.5 million small businesses in the United States, making up 

over 99 percent of the total businesses (Small Business Administration, 2021).  

Small business is for everyone

Many small business owners start from humble beginnings. Most 

microbusinesses cost around $3,000 to start (Small Business Administration, 

2022). This guide is designed to help you get yours started. 
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      Determination

Setbacks happen, but there are many ways for successful entrepreneurs to 

seek solutions and focus on the upsides. The refusal to fear failure is what 

keeps early-stage entrepreneurs going.

      Drive

Entrepreneurs rarely allow distractions to take their minds off the prize. You 

are most likely balancing more than you even realize, with work, family, 

hobbies, and ideation. Taking the time you need to focus on your “why” is 

what can set you apart.

      Opportunity recognition

Successful business owners learn to walk through life with antennae, trying 

to make the ordinary, extraordinary! Be ready to jump on an opportunity 

when you see one. 

Qualities of successful
entrepreneurs
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Qualities of successful
entrepreneurs
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      Passion

An entrepreneur’s passion is infectious. Everyone you encounter—your 

employees, your vendors, and your customers—will feel your enthusiasm 

and feed off it.

      Creativity

Being able to “think outside the box” is essential for entrepreneurs. Don’t 

worry; this skill can be learned! You have to see how something is and 

imagine how it could be better.

      Grit

Entrepreneurs know that business is not always easy, and having grit is an 

important quality to embody. Grit is a passion and perseverance toward 

long term goals; it’s the unyielding courage to move forward while facing 

adversity or fear. 
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Developing a
growth mindset

Successful entrepreneurs embrace a growth mindset. This means recognizing 

that our talents and intelligence are constantly growing and that, with time and 

effort, we have the potential to change, evolve, and improve. Look at the 

examples below of a growth mindset and a fixed mindset. Which will you adopt?

Fixed

        I give up

        I can’t do this

        I failed

        It’s too hard

        I can’t learn how

Growth

        I’ll try a different way

        I don’t know how to do this yet

        Mistakes are how I learn and get better

        This may take me some time 

        I can learn how



Having adopted a growth mindset, remember that even if you don’t already 

have the skills to successfully start your business (detailed below), they can be 

developed with time and practice.

The skills you
need to succeed

Numbers
This includes skills related to borrowing money, accounting, reporting, financing, and 
percentages. To understand how your company is performing, you will need to become 
comfortable with numbers.

Sales
Sales is the nature of the business. As a new entrepreneur, your goal is to sell your 
product or service, whether it’s to employees, customers, or vendors.  

Marketing
Entrepreneurs must be able to market their product or service. Whether it’s via social 
media, the local paper, or posters in your neighborhood coffee shop, a little marketing 
goes a long way for your business.

Leadership
Business leaders need to live by their values—no matter what the situation or cost. They 
hold themselves and their employees to a high standard and model the behaviors they 
want to see from their team.
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Start
• Learn how to come up with a business idea

• Find and define your business purpose and motivation

• Discover your target audience

• Get familiar with the basics of business strategy and finance

Build
• Explore ways to develop and improve your product idea

• Delve into the procurement process

• Navigate the basics of finances and protecting assets

• Take your product to market with a solid business plan

Launch
• Dive into the world of e-commerce

• Turn the vision of selling your product into a reality

• Learn how to become an online retailer with Amazon

• Explore Amazon’s specialty programs for small business owners

Ready to dive in? We have three free immersive tracks to help you:

Learn more about
our program
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Learn more about how to start, build,
and launch your small business at
www.smallbusiness.amazon

Let’s get
started

Pictured: Small business owner, 
Sara Mader, founder of Palouse Brand

https://www.smallbusiness.amazon/

